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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes Snapping Shrimp Noise (SSN) detection and corrupted Orthogonal Frequency Di-
vision Multiplexing (OFDM) reconstruction methods to increase Bit Error Rate (BER) performance when
OFDM transmitted signal is corrupted by impulsive SSNs in underwater acoustic communications. The
proposed detection method utilizes multilayer wavelet packet decomposition for detecting impulsive
and irregularly concentrated and SSN energy in specific frequency bands of SSN, and the proposed
reconstruction scheme uses iterative decision directed-subcarrier reconstruction to recover corrupted
OFDM signals using multiple carrier characteristics. Computer simulations were executed to show
receiver operating characteristics curve for the detection performance and BER for the reconstruction.
The practical ocean experiment of SAVEX 15 demonstrated that the proposed method exhibits a better
detection performance compared with conventional detection method and improves BER by 250% and
1230% for uncoded and coded data, respectively, compared with the conventional reconstruction
scheme.
© 2019 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Underwater animals create various types of noises, degrading
the communication performance in underwater acoustic (UWA)
communications. Snapping Shrimp Noise (SSN) is known as one of
critical issues to interfere with UWA communications.

Snapping shrimps are word-widely spread, and live within ±
40+ latitude and less than 60 m depth. Maximum signal strength of
SSN is up to 200 dB (re 1uPa at 1 m), which is strong enough to
affect the performance of communication systems (Bohnenstienhl
et al., 2016; Son et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2011; Bertilone and
Killeen, 2001; Mahmood and Chritre, 2017; Legg et al., 2007;
Whitlow and Banks, 1998; Kim et al., 2010). Research of SSN effects
to UWA communications has been reported by Ieodo Ocean
Research Station (IORS) (Kim et al., 2015).

To keep the communication performance from SSN, mitigation
methods of SSN from received communication signal have been
researched (Chitre et al., 2006; Chitre et al., 2005; Guimar~aes et al.,
2014; Kuai et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017). Forward Error Correction

(FEC) for transmitting data was utilized for BER performance. To
maintain a reasonable BER performance of this method, however, a
low FEC code rate is required (Chitre et al., 2005). A statistical
approach to mitigate SSN from communication signals was devel-
oped (Chitre et al., 2006). This method requires knowledge of the
probability density function of SSN, making implementation diffi-
cult. Convex optimization was adopted to mitigate SSN. This
method is not effective on multiple carrier communication signals
of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), and re-
quires a large computational complexity (Guimar~aes et al., 2014).
As an alternative, the null subcarrier method for mitigating
impulsive noise to OFDM was studied, but many null subcarriers
are required, causing a low transmission data rate (Kuai et al., 2016).
To maintain a high data rate while mitigating SSN, Band Stop Filter
(BSF)-based SSN detection and least square-based reconstruction
methods were developed (Kim et al., 2017). Its SSN detection per-
formance decreases when the SSN amplitude is relatively small
compared with background noise, and single carrier-based Least
Square (LS) method mitigation does not work well for multiple
carrier signals, either.

The previous schemes mitigating SSN focused on detecting the
peak characteristics of SSNs. However, since shapes and features of
SSN vary with their species and underwater channel environments
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(Versluis et al., 2000), feature extraction approaches are needed to
improve the detection probability (pd).

In this paper, we develop a novel Kurtosis-based-entropy (KE)
decomposition method for Wavelet Packet Decomposition (WPD),
and SSN detection and OFDM reconstruction schemes to utilize the
SSN features and multiple carrier characteristics of OFDM signal.
For WPD, the proposed KE decomposes the subspaces which sta-
tistically present the existences of SSNs. For the SSN detection,
wavelet bases whose have high inner-product values with SSN are
selected to extract SSN features, andWPDwith the proposed KE are
performed. To increase the detection of the various types of SSNs,
multilayer (ML) wavelet bases are utilized. Based on the ML-WPD
subspaces, a cell average-constant false alarm rate (CA-CFAR) de-
tector optimally detects SSN. To mitigate SSN from a received
signal, every subcarrier signal is reconstructed by multiple carrier
characteristics where SSN corrupts the OFDM symbol. Computer
simulations were executed using Receiver Operating Characteris-
tics (ROC) and the BER performance for the proposed and the
conventional schemes. To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed
method, SAVEX 15 ocean experiment data were evaluated. For both
the computer and ocean experiments, the proposed method
demonstrates better SSN detection and a lower BER compared with
the conventional scheme.

This paper comprises six sections: Section 2 models SSN and
system; Section 3 describes the proposedMulti-layered (ML)-WPD;
Section 4 discusses the proposed iterative decision
directedesubcarrier reconstruction for corrupted OFDM; Section 5
compares the ROC and BER using computer simulation and BER by
SAVEX 15 ocean experiments; Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. System model

2.1. Snapping Shrimp Noise (SSN)

SSNs are generated when the snapping shrimps quickly close
their claws and bubbles are popped (Versluis et al., 2000). The
sound level of SSN can be represented by the RayleighePlesset
equation, modelled as Eq. (1) (Versluis et al., 2000).

nssnðtÞ¼ rRðtÞ
r

ð2 _RðtÞþ €RðtÞÞ (1)

where R denotes the initial diameter of a bubble, _R and €R denote the
first and second derivatives, respectively, r denotes the water
density, and r denotes the distance from the snapping shrimp. Fig. 1
(a) and (c) show an example of the modelled SSN by Eq. (1) and its
spectrogram, respectively, while Fig. 1 (b) and (d) present the
practically recorded SSN in the ocean and its spectrogram,
respectively.

In Fig. 1 (a) and (b), two SSNs have peaks and irregularly oscil-
lating tail signals. The impulsive peak has a wide bandwidth and
the residual tail shows specific frequency characteristics with time
variance. In addition, various species of the snapping shrimp
generate different time and frequency characteristics, and the un-
derwater environment changes SSN signal shapes. Thus, many
different shapes of SSN exist in ocean environments.

2.2. Signal modeling in underwater acoustic-OFDM

In this paper, we propose the detection of SSNs and the

Fig. 1. Time domain responses of snapping shrimp noise (SSN) of: (a) modelled and (b) recorded; and spectrograms of: (c) modelled and (b) recorded.
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reconstruction of corrupted OFDM signals that result in increasing
BER performance. To derive the proposed detection algorithm, SSN
with the OFDM communication signal is mathematically modelled.
Assume that the transmitted OFDM signal, xðtÞ, experiences an
underwater channel, hðtÞ, and background noise, nðtÞ, is added at
the receiver. Then, the received signal, rðtÞ, is given as,

rðtÞ¼ xðtÞ*hðtÞ þ nðtÞ (2)

where * denotes a convolution. If SSN signal sðtÞ is added to Eq. (2),
the received signal can be classified into with- and without-SSN,
represented as H1 and H0, respectively, which are given as,

�
H0 : rðtÞ ¼ xðtÞ*hðtÞ þ nðtÞ
H1 : rðtÞ ¼ xðtÞ*hðtÞ þ nðtÞ þ sðtÞ*h0ðtÞ (3)

where h0ðtÞ denotes an underwater channel experienced by SNN. In
the next section, the SSN detection method and reconstruction of
the OFDM signal are described.

3. ML-WPD detector

3.1. Multiple wavelet packet feature extraction

The detection of SSNs from underwater OFDM communication
signals is hard when the SSN amplitude is small or similar
compared with the OFDM signal. In this paper, to overcome the SSN
detection problems, we propose a signal feature extraction and
detection method, while the conventional SSN detection scheme
utilizes simple amplitude comparison. As in Section 2, SSN has
impulsive and irregular transient features. If we take an inner
product between SSN and a basis which is high correlatedwith SSN,
the SSN is well projected into a basis space with a larger amplitude
and is easily detected. Note that short-time Fourier transform uti-
lizes fixed frequency bases in a time period, but it is not adequate
for the extraction of very short time signal features (Daubechies,
1990; Mallat, 1989; Mallat, 1999; Rioul and Vetterli, 1991), and a
matched filtering based on received SSNs does not show good
performance, either, since many different SSNs exit (Ahn et al.,
2017).

As the wavelet basis has irregular shapes and supports
compactly in time and frequency, projected SSN using the wavelet
basis shows a larger amplitude in the projection subspace. In
addition, to find the best subspaces of SSNs regarding frequency
and time, WPD is utilized. Thus, owing to the larger amplitudes of

SSN in the subspaces of WPD, the existence of SSN can be easily
detected. In this section, WPD is described to extract SSNs from a
communication signal.

To extract SSN features with specific frequencies in a given time
period, the inner product between the wavelet basis j, adjusted by
time and frequency, and the received signal rðnÞmust be calculated.
For the j-th level and the i-th subspaces of WPD, the signal Rj;iðkÞ at
the subspace is calculated using inner-product of the received

signal rðnÞ with wavelet basis (ðji
jðn � 2jkÞÞ) as

Rj;iðkÞ¼ < rðnÞ;ji
j

�
n�2jk

�
> ¼

X
n
rðnÞji

jð2n� kÞ (4)

where < a; b> denotes an inner product of a and b, and n denotes a
discrete sample index and k denotes a translation parameter in a
wavelet subspace. For the next level, wavelet bases are iteratively
decomposed as

j2i
jþ1ðnÞ> ¼

X
k

hðkÞji
jð2n� kÞ

j2iþ1
jþ1 ðnÞ> ¼

X
k

gðkÞji
jð2n� kÞ

(5)

where hðkÞ and gðkÞ denote high pass (wavelet function) and low
pass (scaling function) filters, respectively.

WPD provides arbitrary frequency decomposition with a power
of two using the wavelet and scaling functions. The decomposition
is performed by a decomposition criterion, which is described in
the next subsection. The number of subspaces by the j-th WPD is 2j

and the number of data in a subspace by the j-th WPD is decreased
by a factor of 2j�1. Thus, the total number of data after WPD is the
same as the original data.

Fig. 2 shows an example ofWPD. In Fig. 2 (a), a wavelet subspace
(R1;1) is decomposed into R2;2 and R2;3 subspaces, and the subspace
(R2;2) is sequentially decomposed into the third level subspaces
(R3;4 and R3;5). Note that wavelet decomposition does not decom-
pose the subspace R1;1 anymore. Thus, WPD decomposes an arbi-
trary frequency subspace and provides precise SSN feature
extraction. Fig. 2 (b) presents the time-frequency ambiguity regions
obtained from Fig. 2 (a).

Although WPD can extract SSN features in arbitrary frequency
and time, a decomposed subspace containing SSN features is un-
known (Tewfik et al., 1992). The simplemethod to find the subspace

Fig. 2. Signal WPD results. (a) an example of decomposed tree, (b) time-frequency ambiguity region for (a).
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is to decompose and search all WPD subspaces. This full-searching
method is inefficient, and over-decomposition may miss SSNs.
Hence, finding the subspace ofWPD containing SSN features is very
important. In this paper, we propose a novel decomposition crite-
rion to extract SSN features that have impulsive and specific fre-
quency characteristics.

3.2. Kurtosis-based-entropy for decomposition criterion

When we utilize wavelet packet decomposition, we need a
decomposition criterion to decompose SSN into proper subspaces.
For a decomposition criterion, entropy, Crest Factor (CF), etc., have
been utilized to detect impulsive signal (Wu and Du,1996; Pachaud
et al., 1997; Dron et al., 2004; Singh and Sunkaria, 2011;Wang et al.,
2011; Tewfik et al., 1992). However, these criteria are not adequate
to decompose SSNs signals since SSNs have different statistical
properties. Thus, we newly develop a Kurtosis-based-Entropy (KE)
criterion.

Kurtosis is a method to statistically measure outlier above the
variance of a signal. Since most SSNs decomposed by WPD are
outlier, Kurtosis may be a good candidate for decomposition cri-
terion ofWPD. However, Kurtosis itself is not enough to decompose
WPD to extract SSN existence. If SSNs exist in WPD subspaces,
signal randomness increases by irregular shapes of SSNs. Based on
these backgrounds for WPD criterion, we measure the entropy of
the fourth order of signal in subspaces of WPD to evaluate the
possibility of SSN existence. To calculate the entropy, the square of
variance, which is used for a normalization of Kurtosis, is set as a
base of logarithm.

The definition of a newly developed KE criterion, which is used
for determining whether we decompose WPD or not, is defined as,

KEj;i ¼ �
X
n
P4j;i$logs2

j;i

�
Pj;i

�4
(6)

where Pj;i ¼ Rj;iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
njRj;ij2

q and sj;i ¼ varðRj;iÞ.

In Eq. (6), the proposed KE has a statistical value of outliers in
the subspace, while CF represents only a maxim peak value in the
subspace. In other words, KE represents not only one possible
biggest SSN, but also all other possible SSNs in the subspace.

Based on the proposed KE, the decomposition process at the j-th
and the (jþ1)-th level subspaces can be determined as below,

(
No decomp:; if KEj;i � KEj¼1;2i or KEj¼1;2i

Decomp:; if KEj;i <KEj¼1;2i or KEj¼1;2i
(7)

The set (R) of the subspaces obtained by Eq. (7) is defined as,

R¼�
Rj;i

		KEj;i < KEjþ1;2i or KEjþ1;2iþ1



(8)

Fig. 3 shows an example of WPD using rbio3.9 wavelet basis to
demonstrate the benefit of the proposed KE. In Fig. 3 (a), the pro-
posed KE of subspace (R1;0 and R1;1) is larger than that of the
original signal. Thus, decomposition is performed. At the first
decomposed level (j ¼ 1), since KE of R1;0 is larger than that of R2;0
and R2;1, no decomposition is performed. However, since KE of the
subspace R2;2 is larger than that of R1;1 subspaces, the decompo-
sition is executed. Note that KE of R2;3 is smaller than that of upper
subspace R1;1. In this case, R2;3 does not participate in detecting
SNNs. Thus, fR1;1;R2;2g set are utilized for SNN detection.

3.3. SSN detector based on ML-WPD

As described in Section 2, SSN features vary with species and
claw sizes and UWA channels, so different wavelet bases are
needed to extract various SSNs to increase Pd of SSN. Thus, this
paper proposes a multi-layered (ML)-WPD detector that utilizes
multiple wavelet bases to attain ML-WPD subspaces, which are
used for SSN detection.

If ML-WPDs with P wavelet bases are performed, ML-WPD
subspaces are attained by Eq. (8). The p-th WPD subspaces (Rp)
can be calculated by

Rp ¼
n
Rpj;i

			KEpj;i < KEpjþ1;2i or KE
p
jþ1;2iþ1

o
(9)

where Rpj;i denotes the i-th subspace at the j-th level by the p-th

wavelet basis.
For detecting SSNs in the received signals, all Rpj;i subspaces need

to be tested for detecting SSNs. In order to derive a SSN detector for
the subspace (Rpj;i), attributes (p, j, and i) are omitted for simplicity.

The detection of SSN in background noise environment is set by
hypothesis as

�
H0 : RðkÞ ¼ n0ðkÞ without SSN

H1 : RðkÞ ¼ n0ðkÞ þ s0ðkÞwith SSN
(10)

where, RðkÞ denotes a WPD subspace in the set RML. n0ðkÞ denotes
the WPD result of the sum of noise and OFDM signals and is
considered as background noise. s0ðkÞ denotes the WPD result of

Fig. 3. (a) WPD of SSN, (b) WPD subspace with crest factor.
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sðtÞ*h0ðtÞ.
In this hypothesis, SSN detection problem can be performed by

maximum a posteriori detector, which can be rewritten by
maximum likelihood detector as

pðRðkÞjs0ðkÞÞ >

<

H1

H2

pðRðkÞjjn0ðkÞÞ (11)

If two likelihood distributions of random variables (n0 and s0) are
known, maximum likelihood detection is optimum. Unfortunately,
the exact distributions of background noise and SSN are not known.
Without loss of generality, the distribution of background noise n0

of the WPD output is modelled as Gaussian by linear filtering
processes (Kim et al., 2017; Qian et al., 2004). Even though the
distribution of SSN has been researched and modelled as SaS
(Chitre et al., 2006), SaS distribution is hard to be applied to the
detection theory because stability and skewness parameters are
unknown in the received SSN. When the distribution of only
background noise is available, a Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR)
detector is utilized as an optimum detector (Anastassopouios and
Lampropoulos, 1992; Gandhi and Kassam, 1994).

CFAR detector calculates a threshold (THR) from background

noise power and compares THRwith all jRðkÞj2. Then, a time indices
(M) of SSN locations can be attained as,

M¼
n
k
			jRðkÞj2 > THR

o
(12)

Then, pd of SSN can be written as,

pd ¼
ð∞

THR

p
�
x¼ jRðkÞj2

			H1

�
dx (13)

In Eq. (13), Pd of CFAR may not be calculated as a closed form
because of the unknown distribution of SSN. As an alternative, the
detection performance of CFAR is measured by ROC curve (Kim
et al., 2017; Gandhi and Kassam, 1994; Lee et al., 2017).

When the distributions of background noise and SSN are over-
lapped, the detection performance is related to a false alarm rate. As
THR increase, the detection and false alarm probabilities decrease,
and vice versa. Thus, THR is determined by a false alarm probability
(pf ) and needs to be carefully derived. pf is defined as,

pf ¼
ð∞

THR

p
�
x¼ jRðkÞj2

			n0
�
dx (14)

In Eq. (14), the likelihood pðx ¼ jRðkÞj2
			n0Þ is known as expo-

nential distribution because RðkÞ is Gaussian distribution. In this
case, a false alarm probability with THR is derived as (Kim et al.,
2017; Lee et al., 2017; Ahmed et al., 2019)

pf ¼1�
�
1� e

�THR=s2
N

�
¼ e�T ;whereTHR ¼ Ts2N (15)

By Eq. (15), a constant T is calculated from pf , and THR is
attained a multiplication of T and a background noise variance,
which is simply measured from the subspace samples. To measure
the variance of the background noise, cell average (CA)-CFAR is
utilized (Kim et al., 2017; Gandhi and Kassam,1994; Lee et al., 2017;
Ahmed et al., 2019). pd can be measured along with pf , and rep-
resented as ROC curve. Using Eq. (15), T can be determined by
selecting pf which exhibits a good pd in ROC curve. In this paper,

ROC curves are tested byMonte-Carlo simulation, and pf is selected
to have a good pd.

The proposed SSN detection method utilizes the CA-CFAR de-
tector to all selectedML-WPD subspaces, which is depicted in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, for the p-th wavelet basis, WPD by KE selects subspaces,
and CA-CFAR is applied to selected subspaces. The output of the CA-
CFAR detector by the p-th wavelet presents SSN's locations, which

is given by MP ¼ fk
			jRðkÞj2 > THR;RðkÞ2Rpg. Therefore, the total

SSN locations (Mtot) are a union set of all MP as,

Mtot ¼M1∪M2∪:::∪Mp:::∪MP�1∪MP (16)

In following section, the proposed reconstruction method to
corrupted OFDM signals based on Mtot is presented.

4. Reconstruction of corrupted OFDM

To increase the BER performance of the received signal, the
corrupted OFDM communication signal must be recovered. For
conventional reconstruction methods, zero- or threshold-padding
at the corrupted region was developed, but the BER performance
was not good (Kim et al., 2017). Previous Least SquareeCarrier
Reconstruction (LS-CR) method replaced corrupted elements with
reconstructed elements by a mid-carrier frequency based on LS.
Even though the BER performance of the LS-CR was better than the
other conventional methods (Kim et al., 2017), LS-CR did not
significantly improve the BER performance, because only a single
carrier frequency was utilized for the reconstruction.

In this paper, we propose a multiple carrier-based OFDM
reconstruction method that utilizes the orthogonal property of
subcarriers and constant information of each subcarrier in one
OFDM symbol. For uncorrupted OFDM signals, information of every
subcarrier is estimated using LS and is utilized for reconstruction.

Assume that an uncorrupted OFDM communication signal is

given by x
_ðnÞ,

x
_ðnÞ¼Re

2
4
8<
:
XQ

q¼1
cðnÞexpð2piqfscnÞ

9=
;

9=
;expð2piqfcnÞ

3
5 (17)

where fsc denotes the OFDM subcarrier frequency, Q denotes fsc the
number of subcarriers, fc denotes a center carrier frequency, and
cðnÞ denotes the q-th subcarrier information.

To recover the corrupted rðnÞ, amplitude b*q and phase q*q of x
_ðnÞ

need to be estimated at the corrupted regions. Based on the
assumption that the amplitude and phase of the q-th subcarrier of

one OFDM symbol are constant, x
_ðnÞ with the estimated b*q and q*q

can be replaced with the corrupted regions of rðnÞ.
Estimation of b*q and q*q is performed by least square (LS), which

minimizes the square of the difference rðnÞ and x
_ðnÞ for the

uncorrupted regions (L), which consists of the adjacent regions of

corrupted locations (Mtot). Then, b
*
q and q*q are attained as,

b*q; q
*
q ¼ arg min

b
*
q;q

*
q

X
l2L

jx_ðlÞ � rðlÞj2

where L¼fljl2Mtot ±Dn and l;Mtotg
(18)

where Dn denotes a small number and l denotes sample indices

obtained before and after the time index ofMtot . When b*q and q*q are

attained by Eq. (18), x
_ðnÞ at L and Mtot regions is generated and

replaces the corrupted rðnÞ. The recovered signal x
_

recðnÞ can be
obtained by
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x
_
recðnÞ ¼ Re

2
4
8<
:
XQ

q¼1
b*q exp

�
2piqfsubnþ q*q

�
9=
;

9=
;expð2piqfcnÞ

3
5

n2Mtot

(19)

Since x
_

recðnÞ is obtained by LS, the recovered signal has a
reconstruction error. In general, the number of errors is small. If
decision directed method is utilized, the estimation error decreases
(Nowlan and Hinton, 1993; Picchi and Prati, 1987; Mcaulay and
Denlinger, 1973; Shi et al., 2005). Therefore, we propose an itera-
tive decision-directed LS subcarrier reconstructor (DD-SR) that

repeatedly estimates b*q and q*q using demodulation results of pre-

viously reconstructed signal and reconstructs x
_
recðnÞ.

The proposed method, that extracts SSN features using ML-
WPD, detects SSN existence by the CA-CFAR detector, and re-
constructs the received signal using iterative DD-SR, is depicted in
Fig. 5. As seen in Fig. 5, when SSN does not exist in the received

signal, the proposed algorithm bypasses the received signal for a
conventional demodulation. Thus, the proposed method can be
utilized to any conventional UWA communication system and only
if SSN is detected, the proposed scheme mitigates SNNs for
increasing detection performance.

The next section describes the proposed ML-WPD and iterative
DD-SR using computer simulations and practical ocean
experiments.

5. Performance evaluation

The performance of the proposed scheme was evaluated by
computer simulations and practical ocean experiments. For the
performance comparison, the proposed method and conventional
method of BSF-CFAR detector were utilized. Computer simulations
were executed for three performance comparisons: first, finding an
adequate wavelet basis for extracting SSN using WPD; second,
comparing the SSN detection performance using ROCs; third,
comparing BER by recovering capability for the corrupted periods.
As the SSN time location were known in the computer simulation,

Fig. 4. The proposed SSN detector with ML-WPD.

Fig. 5. The proposed SSN detection and mitigation.

Fig. 6. (a) Simulation environments, (b) channel impulse response for OFDM signal, (c) channel impulse response for SSN.
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the exact detection performance could be evaluated. In practical
ocean environments, the detection performance could not be
tested as the exact location of SSN is unknown. However, BER at the
receiver could be compared.

The computer simulation environments are shown in Fig. 6. The
depths of the transmission sensor and receiver were 20 m and
80 m, respectively. The water depth was set to 100 m, and the
underwater channel in Fig. 6 (b) and (c) was obtained by BELLHOP
based on Fig. 6 (a) configurations.

The OFDM signal parameters are given in Table 1. These pa-
rameters were adopted from SAVEX 15 practical ocean experiment
for comparison with the BER performance of the computer simu-
lation. This OFDM signal passed through the underwater channel,
shown in Fig. 6 (b). SSNs also experienced the channel impulse
response in Fig. 6 (c).

5.1. Selection of wavelet basis and subspace for ML-WPD

The selection of the best wavelet basis is important to determine

SSN existence. WPD is an inner product between wavelet basis and
signal. When the wavelet basis is well matched with SSNs, inner
product value increases. To find the best basis, we tested all 90
wavelet bases supported by MATLAB and calculated the average
inner product values between the wavelet basis and SSNs, which
were created with various parameters using Eq. (1) and experi-
enced by underwater channels.

The inner product results are summarized in Table 2. In Table 2,
two combinations of wavelet bases exhibit large correlation values
with low variances.

As in Table 2, the three wavelet bases of rbio3.9, sym7, and dmey
show high inner product values. Two or three combinations of
wavelets demonstrate a larger inner product than a single wavelet.
However, a wavelet combination of sym7 and rbio3.9 is enough to
have the largest inner product values with the smallest variance.
Thus, sym7 and rbio3.9 were selected for the bases of the proposed
ML-WPD.

The SSN extraction performance of the two selected wavelet
bases was tested using SAVEX 15 practical ocean experiments. For
an example of SSN, Fig. 7 (a) and (b) exhibit a spectrogram and a
time series, respectively, of the received signal, and Fig. 7 (c) shows
the time series of BSF. In Fig. 7, the existence of SSN1 and SSN2 are
determined by impulsive in time series and wideband in
spectrogram.

The WPDs of sym7 and rbio3.9 were applied to demonstrate
their SSN extraction performance. Their WPD results are shown in
Fig. 8. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) show the sym7 and rbio3.9 WPD subspaces,
respectively. In Table 3, decomposition criteria of WPD are dis-
played to compare the performance of SSN extraction.

In Fig. 8 (a), the two SSNs were easily observed in subspaces

Table 1
OFDM signal parameters.

Carrier frequency 16.5 kHz
Subcarrier number(Q) 256
Band width 2.5 kHz
CP/CP ratio 25.6 ms/0.25
Channel coding Convolution coding (802.11a, constraint length ¼ 7)
Coding rate 1/2
Symbol time length 128 ms
Sampling rate 100 kHz

Table 2
SSN and wavelet basis inner product mean and variance.

Wavelet basis rbio3.9 sym7 dmey sym7& dmey sym7& rbio3.9 sym7&rbio3.9&dmey

Mean 0.71 0.70 0.68 0.78 0.80 0.80
Variance 0.013 0.009 0.012 0.0041 0.0048 0.0048

Fig. 7. SAVEX 15 received signal: (a) spectrogram. (b) time series, (c) time series of BSF method.
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(j ¼ 2, i ¼ 2) and (j ¼ 2, i ¼ 3), while other subspaces do not clearly
show the existences of SSNs. In Table 3, for decomposition criteria,
the proposed KE of (j ¼ 2, i ¼ 2) and (j ¼ 2, i¼ 3) show larger values
than the upper subspace (j ¼ 1, i ¼ 1). However, entropies of sub-
spaces (j ¼ 2, i ¼ 2) and (j ¼ 2, i ¼ 3) are smaller than that of the
upper subspace (j¼ 1, i¼ 1). Thus, no decomposition at (j¼ 1, i¼ 1)
is performed by the entropy decomposition, which results in failing
the detection of SSNs. In the CF case, CFs of the subspaces (j ¼ 1,
i ¼ 0) and (j ¼ 1, i ¼ 1) are smaller than that of the subspace (j ¼ 0,
i ¼ 0). Thus, no decomposition is performed, either, and no sub-
space is utilized for detecting SSNs. In Fig. 8 (a), the proposed KE
demonstrates the larger possibility to detect SSNs compared with
other criteria.

In Fig. 8 (b), a subspace (j ¼ 2, i ¼ 2) presents the existence of
SSNs. In Table 3, the proposed KE at (j ¼ 2, i ¼ 2) shows the largest
value than upper subspace (j ¼ 1, i ¼ 1). However, entropy criteria
fails to decompose a subspace (j ¼ 2, i ¼ 2). CF of a subspace (j ¼ 2,
i ¼ 2) shows a larger value than the upper subspace (j ¼ 1, i ¼ 1).
However, CFs of the subspaces (j ¼ 1, i ¼ 0) and (j ¼ 1, i ¼ 1) are
smaller than that of the subspace (j ¼ 0, i ¼ 0). Thus, no decom-
position is performed at the first level (j ¼ 0, i ¼ 0). Thus, Entropy
and CF criteria miss the existence of SSNs. Therefore, the proposed
KE decomposes up to a subspace (j ¼ 2, i ¼ 2) and provides the
existences of SSNs.

This is one example of decomposition of WPD. To exhibit the
detection performance, ROCs of the criteria were compared in the
next subsection.

5.2. SSN detection performance

The detection performance of the proposed scheme with the
conventional methods was tested using ROC curve, which is
attained by pd and pf . For the conventional decomposition
methods, CF, entropy, full search were tested. In addition, BSF and
matched filer were also executed. For BSF, the stop bandwidth was
set from 15 kHz to 18 kHz to remove the OFDM signal. For matched
filter, reference SNNs were extracted in probe signals. The ROCs of
the simulations are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 (a), (b), and (c) exhibit the ROC curves of 0 dB, 5 dB, and
10 dB SNR, respectively. SNR was calculated as the power ratio of
SSN to background noise and OFDM signal. As SNR increases, pd
increases for the same pf . As seen in Fig. 9, the proposed method
demonstrated better detection performance compared with other
conventional detection scheme. For 0.05 of pf , when SNRwas set as
0 dB, 5 dB, and 10 dB, the proposed method exhibited 0.57, 0.8, and
0.82 of pd, respectively, while BSF showed 0.23, 0.32, and 0.34 of pd,
respectively. The proposed method showed 250% improved
detection performance.

BSF kept just a residual energy after removing OFDM signals. If
SSN energy is concentrated on a specific frequency band with a
small energy, BSF may not detect the SSNs. Other conventional
detection method such as Entropy, matched filtering, etc. showed
lower pd than the proposed KE detection scheme.

Matched filter had low correlation values when miss-matching
occurred between the filter and SSNs. As seen in Fig. 8, CF misses

Fig. 8. (a) Sym7 WPD and (b) rbio3.9 WPD.

Table 3
WPD criteria results.

Subspace Sym7 rbio3.9

Proposed Criterion (KE) Entropy CF Proposed Criterion (KE) Entropy CF

j ¼ 0, i ¼ 0 0.0078 5.1348 4.8909 0.0078 5.1348 4.8909
j ¼ 1, i ¼ 0 0.0070 4.9859 2.4093 0.0071 4.9512 2.4400
j ¼ 1, i ¼ 1 0.0106 4.7219 4.5823 0.0096 4.8034 4.3420
j ¼ 2, i ¼ 0 0.0128 4.2359 2.5902 0.0127 4.2568 2.5068
j ¼ 2, i ¼ 1 0.0144 4.2812 2.4829 0.0146 4.2633 2.4874
j ¼ 2, i ¼ 2 0.0310 3.5093 5.3938 0.0222 3.9362 4.7696
j ¼ 2, i ¼ 3 0.0187 4.0469 3.4353 0.0156 4.1856 2.4348
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SSN decomposition since CF just presents a peak value in the
subspace, while the proposed KE statistically represents outliers.
Full search method searches over all decomposed subspaces which
may not present the existence of SSNs. Since energies of SSNs
distorted by underwater channels are concentrated on a specific
subspace, decomposition needs to stop at a specific subspace.
However, full decomposition over-decomposes the subspaces,
which miss the existence of SSNs.

In the next subsection, BER performance is compared.

5.3. BER performance using OFDM reconstruction

BER is one of communication performance measurements. For
comparisons of BER of the proposed method, no-reconstruction
and the conventional LS-CR with BSF schemes were tested. The
performance of the conventional LS-CR was also evaluated using
the detection results of the proposed ML-WPD method. For simu-
lations, pf was set to be 0.05, which was near the inflection point of
ROC to obtain a reasonable pd. For the pf , pd of 0 dB, 5 dB, and 10 dB
SNR were 0.57, 0.8, and 0.82, respectively. Then, the T was obtained
as 3 using Eq. (15). To examine the effects of iterations, zero, three,
five, and seven iterations were examined. The iteration number is
written in parentheses of DD-SR. The final BER results of the coded
and uncoded data are displayed in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 10, the no-reconstruction method shows the worst BER
performance, and the proposed reconstructionmethod exhibits the
best BER results. The conventional LS-CR reconstruction methods
with BSF and ML-WPD demonstrate better than the no-
reconstruction method and worse than the proposed DD-SR
scheme with ML-WPD. For the conventional method, the LS-CR

Fig. 9. ROC curves of SSN detection at (a) SNR ¼ 0 dB, (b) SNR ¼ 5 dB, (c) SNR ¼ 10 dB.

Fig. 10. BER results of (a) uncoded, (b) FEC.
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method with the proposed ML-WPD shows 0.004% BER perfor-
mance, while LS-CR with the conventional BSF scheme has 0.007%
BER at SNR 3 dB. Thus, theML-WPD detectionmethod shows better
detection performance than the conventional BSF method by 75%.

Better ROC results in Fig. 9 show better BER performance. This is
because distorted OFDMwaveforms can be reconstructed based on
the result of the detection of SSNs. If SSNs are not detected, the SSN
cannot be reconstructed and remains as an interference which
degrades BER performance. As in Fig. 10 (b), when the coded data
are utilized, the performance gap between the proposed and con-
ventional methods increases.

The reconstruction performance of the proposed DD-SR method
with seven iterations based on the proposed ML-WPD shows
0.0015% BER at SNR 3 dB. Thus, the proposed method has 360%
greater reconstruction performance than that of the conventional
LS-CR method. In Fig. 11(a) and (b), BER of the proposed DD-SR
increases as SNR increase since decision-directed error correction
performance also increases.

Regarding the effect of iterations, as the number of iterations
increased to three, five, and seven, the BER performance increased
by 200%, 260%, and 270%. When the number of iterations was
greater than five, improvement of the BER performance was
negligible. A decision-directed detection corrects the distorted
waveforms with increasing BER. Based on corrected reconstruction
result by previous iteration, DD-SR iteratively corrects the distorted
waveform.

To show the reconstruction effects of the proposed iterative DD-

SR, constellations of no-reconstruction and iterative DD-SR at �1
dB of EbNo were displayed in Fig. 11.

In Fig. 11, red-circle denotes constellations of transmitted QAM,
and blue-dot denotes reconstructed QAM constellations. As the
number of iteration increases, the constellations are concentrated
into the red-circle, which results in low BER.

Time series waveform after reconstruction is shown in Fig. 12.
Orange line denotes no-reconstruction, and green line denotes the
conventional reconstruction method, and red-line denotes the
proposed DD-SR, and as a reference, black-line denotes undistorted
OFDM signal.

Fig. 11. QAM symbol constellation of OFDM: (a) no-reconstruction, (b) DD-SR (3), (c) DD-SR (5), DD-SR (7).

Fig. 12. Reconstructed waveforms by the conventional and the proposed methods
(DD-SR(5)).
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In Fig. 12, the conventional LS-CR reconstructed based on only a
mid-carrier frequency and the reconstruction result was not similar
to the undistorted OFDM. However, the proposed scheme recon-
structed every subcarrier, and utilized iterative reconstruction. This
reconstructed similar waveforms of the undistorted OFDM. When
the false alarms occur, the detection regions were also recovered.
This process does not degrade the BER performance.

In the next subsection, practical ocean experiments were per-
formed to test the proposed scheme.

5.4. Practical ocean experimental results

The proposed scheme was evaluated using SAVEX 15 practical
ocean experiments. SAVEX 15 was executed from May 14, 2015 to
May 28, 2015 in the northern east china sea at 32� 300 N 126� 050 E.
Fig. 13 depicts the experimental environments. As in Fig. 13, the
depth of the ocean was from 100 m to 400 m, distance between
transmitter and receiver was 3 km, and the depths of the trans-
mitter and receiver were 24 m and 80 m, respectively. The OFDM
parameters of the transmitted signal were the same as that of the
computer simulation shown in Table 3. About 70,000 OFDM sym-
bols were transmitted for the BER test. For BSF, a band from 15 to
18 kHz was rejected as in the computer simulations, and the pro-
posed ML-WPD utilized sym7 and rbio3.9 wavelet bases.

For BER comparisons, no-reconstruction, the conventional LS-
CR with the conventional BSF, the conventional LS-CR with the
proposed ML-WPD by the proposed entropy, the proposed DD-SR
with five iterations and the ML-WPD by the proposed entropy
were tested. Uncoded and coded BER results of the five scenarios
are depicted in Table 4.

As in Table 4, BERs of the uncoded and coded cases with no-
reconstruction were 0.04% and 0.037%, respectively. The uncoded
and coded BERs of LS-CR reconstruction with the conventional BSF
reduced to 0.031 and 0.028%, respectively, and their BER perfor-
mances increased by approximately 30% and 32%, respectively.
When the proposed ML-WPDwas combined with the conventional
LS-CR, additional BER improvement was obtained by 24% and 64%

for uncoded and coded cases, respectively. This means that the
proposed ML-WPD extracts SSN better than the conventional BSF.

BER without using advanced scheme of SAVEX experiment is
about 0.037, which is not enough for digital communications. For an
example, if we send 100,000 bits, 3700 bits are errors and many
retransmissions are needed to correct errors. However, BER of the
proposed method shows only 300 errors. Thus, the proposed
method reduces a retransmission burden, and has 12 times better
BER performance compared with the conventional BSF.

For the complexity comparison with the BSF, the computing
times of the detection and recovering parts were separately
compared. The measurements were based on Intel CPU (i7-4770)
with 3.4 GHz CPU on Matlab 2019b version. ‘Tic’ and ‘toc’ functions
were used at the start and the end, respectively. The average
computing time results of one OFDM symbol are shown in Table 5.

The computing time of the proposed method for one OFDM
symbol requires 63msec, which is 2.6 times greater than that of the
BSF. However, this computation time is less than that of one OFDM
symbol (i.e., 128 msec). If the program is designed for a practical
purpose, the computation time will decrease.

Therefore, the proposed SSN detection and reconstruction
schemes improve the BER performance significantly, which is
proven by computer simulation and practical ocean experiment.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a Kurtosis-based-entropy decomposition
criterion for WPD, and SSN detection method with ML-WPD, and
an OFDM reconstruction scheme of DD-SR. ML-WPD utilizes SSN
feature extraction by using multiple wavelet bases of WPD with KE
to increase the SSN detection capability. DD-SR utilizes multiple
carrier characteristics to precisely reconstruct OFDM symbols. ROCs
and BERs were compared for the SSN detection and reconstruction
performance of the proposed and conventional methods; the pro-
posed scheme exhibits the best pd and the lowest BER. For SAVEX
15 ocean experiments, the proposed method also demonstrates a
12 times better BER than that of the un-reconstructed method, and
ten times better than that of conventional reconstruction for a
coded data case.

Fig. 13. (a) SAVEX 15 experiment location and (b) configuration.

Table 4
BER results of SAVEX 15 experiment.

Methods Uncoded BER Coded BER

No-reconstruction 0.040 0.037
LS-CR with BSF 0.031 0.028
LS-CR with ML-WPD (Proposed KE) 0.024 0.017
DD-SR(5) with ML-WPD
(Proposed KE)

0.016 0.003

Table 5
Complexity comparisons.

Methods SSN detection Signal reconstruction

BSF 24msec 0.019msec
Proposed method 63msec 0.815msec
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